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Whereas, Associated Students of the University of Montana (ASUM) Senators contribute a
significant amount of time to ASUM;

Whereas, ASUM Senators do not receive monetary compensation for their work;

Whereas, this Senate really likes to recognize people;

Whereas, Senator Ashlynn Andersen has been a crucial part of Relations and Affairs Committee
and is a grammar wiz;

Whereas, Senator Sierra Batey brings a unique perspective to the Senate and her cheerfulness is
contagious;

Whereas, Senator James Bird readily gives his opinion, even when it may be unpopular, and is an
enthusiastic seconder, to point of being a competitive seconder;

Whereas, Senator Caleb Chestnut is extremely supportive of fellow senators and enjoys sharing
the riveting details of his personal life during meetings;

Whereas, Senator Kamalashri Easwara-Murthi, more affectionately known as Mimmy, is always
the first to volunteer when senators are called upon and is forbidden from returning to Canada
because we will miss her too much;

Whereas, Senator Jess Field is a passionate advocate for students with disabilities and made a
solid life choice when he choose to ditch the Kaimin for ASUM;

Whereas, Senator Jacob Foster provides insightful analysis during senate debates and made a
noble attempt to steal “Stark Reads,” but ultimately failed;

Whereas, Senator Lee Gordon has proven his commitment to the student body by serving on the
ASUM Senate while pursuing his second degree and is clearly an illuminatus;

Whereas, Senator Anita Green is not afraid to stand up for what she believes in and provides the
sass factor;

Whereas, Senator Ryan Hazen is highly dedicated to ASUM and students and embodies the spirit
of a fox squirrel, even while watching Gossip Girl;

Whereas, Senator Henry Ho has become a confident voice for students and has hidden artist
talents;

Whereas, Senator David Kuhn is a valued member of the committees on which he serves and is
surprisingly good at “girl talk;”

Whereas, Senator Erik Lillquist is unrelenting in his pursuit of a more sustainable campus and
provides some much needed comic relief during meetings, straight up;
Whereas, Senator Thomas Sean McQuillan is an eloquent public speaker and is an esteemed unofficial ambassador for Vineyard Vines;

Whereas, Senator Ewere Moseri, more affectionately known as Suzette, is a quiet, yet pensive member of Senate and we have it on very good authority that she is an excellent dancer;

Whereas, Senator Eamon Ormseth has tirelessly fought to protect critical languages and the humanities and is the best calisthenics instructor that has ever graced ASUM;

Whereas, Senator Danielle Sewell has flawlessly transitioned from ASUM Receptionist to ASUM Receptionist/Senator and is a great feline enthusiast;

Whereas, Senator Holly Seymour has been a dependable representative of the environmental community and does not deserve to have her surname paired with the word “butts;”

Whereas, Senator Sarah Smith has dutifully served Missoula College and ASUM and has fed Senate as if we were her children;

Whereas, Senator Elizabeth Story, more affectionately known as Betsy, has been an exemplary Student Political Action Committee Chair and smiles an adequate amount;

Whereas, Senator Jackson Thiebes has been an outspoken senator since his appointment and gave Senate the “power point;”

Whereas, Senator Samuel Thompson has been an asset to the ASUM Transportation Board and has the hardiest laugh of any Senator in the history of ASUM;

Whereas, Senator Shelby Wheeler has served students well, despite being appointed late in the term, and will make an excellent President of the Shelby student group;

Whereas, President Asa Hohman has served students as a ASUM Senator, ASUM Lobbyist, and ASUM President and has carried on one heck of a bromance with Senator McQuillan;

Therefore, Let It Be Resolved, that ASUM appreciates the dedication and contributions made by each senator and executive;

Therefore, Let It Be Further Resolved, that ASUM presents a copy of this resolution to each person named above, if she or he desires.

Passed by Committee: May 5, 2014

Passed by ASUM Senate: May 7, 2014

Final Vote: Unanimous Consent

Asa Hohman, Personnel Supervision Committee Chair

Mariah Williams, Chair of the Senate